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             HOW TO MAKE



The following pages have instructions, drawings, and data for making the one stroke 
check maker, the two stroke check maker and the reloading press adapter for using the 
one stroke on a reloading press, it will work on most reloading presses. The one stroke 
check maker can be used with an arbor press, a drill press or a reloading press. The two 
stroke check maker can be used with a arbor press, a drill press or a wood, plastic, or 
raw hide mallet. I do not recomend using a mallet how ever, the gas checks do not form 
as well as with a press. your milage may vary. with the two stroke check maker. a alu. 
strip is placed into the slot in the main body, then the punch rod is inserted into the main 
body and pressed down to cut the disc, then the forming rod is inserted into the punch 
rod and pressed down to form the check.                                                                             
   With the single stroke check maker, the alu. strip is inserted into the slot in the main 
body and the punch rod is pressed down, the punch rod cuts the disc and forms the gas 
check in one operation, a few have said that they could punch out a 1000 gas checks an 
hour. I have reservations on that, you would have to have an arm like the hulk on 
steroids. I usually can get around 500 an hour, but I am over 70. when I hit my prime I 
should do better.                                                                                                                   
   When using the check makers on a arbor press, make a plate to hold the check maker, 
it will make things go better, for the two stroke, use a 1/2" thick plate, drill a hole the same 
diameter as the main body 3/8" deep, then drill a 1/4" smaller hole all the way thru. it 
gives a way for the checks to drop out. on the plate I made for myself I put cleats on the 
bottom of it to hold it in place over one of the slots in the press plate. when you make a 
check it will drop thru. put a container under it to catch the checks. one of the guys made 
a small funnel and drilled a hole thru the top of his bench and ran a plastic tube down to a 
container from the funnel. good idea. for the one stroke do the same, but use it upside 
down for it to drop the checks out. if using the one stroke right side up, you will have to 
empty the punch rod every 10 or 15 checks. with my adapter the checks kick out at the 
bottom of the adapter, I made made a chute that fits around the bottom of the adapter to 
catch the checks in a cat food can. if you don't have a cat, you can always make some 
tuna salad.                                                                                                                            
   When making a check maker,keep the tolerances as close as possible, you want the 
punch rod and main body to be as close as you can get them, the closer they are the 
better the cut of the disc. if you want to use your check maker with a drill press, make the 
forming rod about 1/2" longer than shown in the drawings, that way you can chuck it at 
the top and that will hold it in place. that is for the one stroke.                                             
               When putting the alu. strip in the slot in the main body hold it with your thumb to 
the back of the slot, other wise you can get a check that has a clipped side.                       
         The spring should be as strong as you can get.compress it several times before you 
cut to length.



                              ONE STROKE CHECK MAKER                                   
                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                      
  The first thing to do, is calculate all the dimensions for the check maker. I will use 
my lee .357 gc boolit as an example. it varies from the tables some what. the only 
way you are going to get the right dimensions is to measure your boolit.                     
   To calculate the disc diameter, take the boolit shank diameter plus the skirt height 
times 2.                                                                                                                         
   shank diameter - .338                                                                                                
   skirt height - .055 x 2 = .11                                                                                         
   disc diameter - .338 + .11 = .448                                                                               
 The skirt height is is measured from the bottom of the boolit to the bottom of the 
lowest band. subtract at least .005.                                                                               
 To calculate the check diameter, take the check material times 2 plus the shank 
diameter plus .002.                                                                                                       
 shank diameter - .338                                                                                                  
 check material - .010 x 2 = .020                                                                                   
 check diameter - .338 + .020 = .358 + .002 = .360 check diameter.                            
  to calculate check material thickness, subtract boolit shank size from sized boolit 
size and divide by 2.                                                                                                     
  shank size - .338                                                                                                         
  sized boolit size - .358                                                                                                
  ,358 minus .338 = .020                                                                                               
  .020 divide by 2 = .010 = check material                                                                     
 ALL ABOVE NUMBERS ARE FOR EXAMPLE ONLY, THE ONLY WAT TO GET 
THE PROPER MEASUREMENTS IS TO MEASURE YOUR BOOLIT.                        
                                                                                                                                      
  MAIN BODY and PUNCH ROD- the main body is made from 3/4" round stock for 
.41 cal. and smaller, 7/8" for .44 cal. and up. the main body is 1 3/4" long. drill a hole 
thru the center of the main body the size of the disc diameter. do not cut slot yet.now 
make the punch rod, the OD of the punch rod is the same as the hole thru the center 
of the main body. polish the punch rod untill it is a slip fit with the main body. the 
closer the fit the better. drill out the center of the punch rod the size of the gas check, 
drill it all the way thru, now drill the center of the punch rod with a drill 2 sizes larger 
then the check size, drill to within 3/16" from the end. the drawings will make this 
clear. you drill 2 sizes larger so the checks have clearence to be removed easy, or 
with a adapter to drop out.                                                                                          
PUNCH ROD BASE, the punch rod base is made from 5/8" stock if it is going to be 
used with the press adapter, other wise use 3/4" stock. the base is 1/2" long. drill a 
hole thru the center the same size as the punch rod OD,drill it 3/8" deep, then drill 
out the rest of the way the same size as the large ID of the punch rod.



the punch rod is 2" long.put a dib of epoxy on the end of the punch rod with the largest 
ID and insert it into the base, you may have to press ti in. now cut the slot into the 
main body, the slot is 1/2" from the bottom of the main body, cut the slot just to the 
back of the hole thru the main body. you want a very small gap in the hole punched in 
the alu. strip. that is so the punch rod can extract from the alu. strip easy.you will find 
a photo in the notes page. if you cut the slot too deep you can smear some epoxy in 
the back of the slot where it is cut tood deep, after setting up, drill it out again. it works 
fine, I had to do it on a couple that I made. the forming rod goes into the main body. 
drill and tap a 8-32 hole 1/4" from the top of the main body. this is for a 8-32x1/8" set 
screw.this holds the forming rod in place. the forming rod is 1 3/16" long. if you are 
going to use it in a drill press make it 1 11/16" long. the forming rod is the same 
diameter as the disc diameter. you turn the forming rod to boolit shank diameter for 
7/16" of the lenght. the shank end should have the edge smoothed out so it don't 
punch out the bottom of the check, also the gas check diameter end of the punch rod 
needs to be releived so it will not punch out the bottom of yhe check.                            
  the spring should be as stiff as tou can find, it should just slip over the punch rod. 
fully compress the spring several times before cutting it to length. cut it so it is 1/4" 
below the end of the punch rod after you but the base on the punch rod.                       
  to use the check maker in a reloading press, you put the punch rod and spring into 
the adapter and insert it into the press ram, then drop the main body thru the top of 
the press, put over the punch rod. now drop a penny on top of the main body, then 
screw in a reloading die on top of the body and compress the spring about 1/8". insert 
alu. strip into the slot and pull the press handel srarply, it will take a few times to get it 
right, pull and you have a gas check. the check will kick out of the bottom of the 
adapter.
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                TWO  STROKE CHECK MAKER                                             
                                                                                                             
The two stroke check maker is easy to make. the main body is made 
from 3/4" stock for .41 cal. and smaller, 7/8" for .44 ca. and .45 cal. 1" 
for .50 cal. and larger. the main body is 1" long, the punch rod is 1 1/2" 
long. the punch rod base is 1" long. the forming rod is 3" long. I use alu. 
for the punch rod base, you can use steel. the slot is cut 1/2" from the 
top. follow the instructions for the one stroke to cut the slot. to cut the 
slot I used a steel pipe nipple with the threads cut off. I drilled an 
tapped a 10-32 hole about 1/4" from the end, the main body can be 
clamped in it to cut the slot easy. drill a hole thru the center of the main 
body, drill it the check size, then drill 3/4" deep with a drill the disc 
diameter. smootht the transition between the two. the punch rod is disc 
diameter, drill a hole thru the center of the punch rod shank diameter. 
the the forming rod is shank diameter. groove one end of the forming 
rod, thats to grip it easier, the other end has the edge smoothed so it 
will not punch out the bottom of the check. the base is drilled thru the 
center the size of the forming rod,then drill down 3/4" punch rod 
diameter. press the punch rod into it, if too loose, put a dib of epoxy on 
it. now cut the slot in the main body, some f the cads show it at an 
angle, it can be either, if at a slight angle it seems to cut easier. you 
can use the check maker with a arbor press, a drill press, or a soft 
mallet, the checks formed with a press seem to form nicer than with a 
mallet.
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                             TWO STROKE
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           RELOADING PRESS ADAPTER
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                             ------- NOTES ------                                              
                                                                                                         
 When making a check maker for the larger cals, using 7/8" stock for the main body, you 
will have to turn the top down to 3/4" to use it in a reloading press. you turn the top 1" of 
the main body down to 3/4".                                                                                               
                          If you are going to use the check maker with an arbor press, I have 
found it is best to make the base 7/8" for all cals. the slots in the round press plate are 
3/4" on my 1 ton press. I made a plate that has cleats on the bottom to fit into the slots, 
then I drilled a 1" hole in it so the hole is over the front slot, then I cut a 1" copper pipe 
coupling 3/8" long and epoxyied it into the hole, that way the check maker is held in 
place over the front slot. I made a container out of alu. flashing to fit under it to catch the 
checks. one of the guys said he drilled a hole thru his bench under the slot and put a 
funnel with a plastic tube thru it, and hung a can under the tube to catch the checks.       
  ___________________________________________________________________

This is the way the punched strips should look. by leaving a very small gap on the 
edge, the punch rod will extract a lot easier from the punched strip.



This table is for example only , it is compiled form various tables and charts, there are 
a lot of conflicting data. the only way to get the proper sizes is to MEASURE YOUR 
BULLET.



As you can see, check sizes vary, so does the shank on a boolit               

     ALLWAYS MEASURE YOUR BOOLIT, THAT IS THE 
ONLY WAY YOU WILL GET THE PROPER 
MEASUREMENTS.






